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SPOTLIGHT
Seeking to be globally impactful, Marques created the World Education
Foundation in 2009. Through this mission, he has traveled to over 81
countries and developed on-site programs in 21 of those countries.
During this time, Marques has gained a plethora of knowledge and
expertise at the nexus of indigenous wisdom, modern technology and
future communities.
With an RFID chip internally implanted, Marques is a cyborg with a deep
passion for ancestral wisdom, recognizing patterns and creating
personal and communal transformation in sync with the natural world.
After writing a PhD proposal focused on Cyborg Anthropology, Marques
decided to accept an invitation to participate in the Global Solutions
Program hosted by Singularity University and NASA.
Marques is a speaker, writer and entrepreneur currently mobilizing his
experience and expertise to help multiple businesses, industries, and
communities re-imagine the future. He develops clear strategies and
frameworks to approach complex challenges and articulate purpose
driven solutions through keynotes and client sessions.

EXPERTISE TOPICS
Cyborg Anthropology- exploring connections and

After choosing to leave a career as an elite athlete in the NFL, Marques

transitions between, humans, technology, living

has inspired others to live their truth through the Power of the Pivot.

systems and society

Through his journey he has embodied resilience, focus sacrifice and

Regenerative Futures- How might we develop and

discipline to become a leader in multiple fields.

create decentralized communities while transforming
humans, ecology and consciousness
Reconciliation Design- in a time of misinformation
and fragmentation, how might we restore friendly
relations, making one view or belief compatible with
another
World-building and Transition Design- How might
we create thriving futures through Artistic
Expression, Emerging Tech, Civic Solutions and
Rethinking Policy

SPEAKER ENGAGEMENTS
Resident and keynote speaker: The World
Learning Summit
Keynote speaker: Telenor, Norway- Driving
Innovation and Impact in the Digital Age
Session speaker: TWIN Global, Purpose and

CONTACT DETAILS
E: m.anderson@worldef.com
w: www.worldef.com
B https://marquesanderson.medium.com
LI:https://www.linkedin.com/in/marquesanderson/

Pursuit of Happiness
Panel Discussion: Utopia, Innovations for
Emerging Cities
Keynote speaker: OMNI Athlete- Intraconnections between humans, technology and
performance

